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Introduction

Annual feedback 2018-19 - Band 3

Our relationship is governed by the Funding Agreement, which sets out
what you will deliver in return for Arts Council investment. As part of your
funding agreement you are required to embed SMART objectives relating
to the Arts Council’s goals in your business and accompanying plans,
which you recently reported on your progress against.

We have been monitoring your progress using the published monitoring
prompts and have reviewed your performance against your agreed SMART
objectives using, where relevant, the information provided in your
business plan review and other information we have gathered throughout
the year including via payment conditions and formal contact meetings.

Applicant: Chichester Festival Theatre 52725168
Project: NPO - Annual review and feedback 2018/19 NPOF-00167273

Annual feedback Page 1 02/08/2019
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Goal 1 - Excellence is thriving and celebrated in the arts, museums and 

libraries 

 

Goal 2 - Everyone has the opportunity to experience and be inspired by the 

arts, museums and libraries 

 

Goal 3 - The arts, museums and libraries are resilient and environmentally 

sustainable 

 

Goal 4 - The leadership and workforce in the arts, museums and libraries are 

diverse and appropriately skilled 

 

Goal 5 - Every child and young person has the opportunity to experience the 

richness of the arts, museums and libraries 



 

 

 

Statements

Criteria: Goal 1

Feedback:

Chichester Festival Theatre (CFT) has made considerable progress against its
Goal 1 focussed SMART objectives, as outlined in the updated Business Plan.
Using a traffic light system, the organisation has mapped out achievements,
evidencing either meeting or exceeding the annual targets. During the 2018
Festival season, CFT presented eleven productions which included three world
premieres, two musicals a musical adaptation of David Walliams’ The Midnight
Gang. This was the first time CFT had included a family production on the main
stage as part of the Festival season.
The quality of the work is evidenced through positive audience feedback, with
90% of surveyed attendees claiming the quality of the productions were either
good or excellent. In addition, the theatre received eight Olivier nominations,
with Sharon D Clarke being awarded ‘Best Actress in a Musical’ for her role in
Caroline or Change.
CFT has effectively supported the development of new talent through
professional development schemes and specially devised initiatives, all
progress is documented through the SMART objectives.
The Board play an active role in Goal 1 focussed decisions, and the forthcoming
programme is always scrutinised by the trustees. Audience figures and
feedback are also shared at Board meetings to evidence and benchmark the
success of productions.

Evidence:

Business Plan review
Update business plan
Digital policy
Quarterly contact meetings
Attendance at performances
Published programme

Statements

Criteria: Goal 2
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Feedback:

CFT is delivering strongly against its Goal 2 objectives, with a commitment to
increasing engagement levels amongst those currently least engaged with arts
and culture. The organisation is aware of the local demographic and responds
accordingly to potential local audiences. Examples of this include trialling a
Polish translation using audio description technology, as outlined as a SMART
target, as Polish is identified as the second most spoken language after English
in the area.

All activity is mapped against SMART targets and demonstrates that in most
areas they have either achieved or exceeded expectations, including increasing
the number of family tickets sold by 200% on the previous year, against a
SMART target of a 5% increase. In areas where they have not achieved their
SMART targets, including scheduling non-English speaking programmes on
social media platforms in the manner of radio stations, CFT has readjusted
targets for the following year.

Audience segmentation is used to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the
current audience profile, as well as identify areas for development. For
example, highly-engaged audiences often book tickets far in advance, where as
in contrast younger audiences book close to the performance, which has
resulted in the organisation holding back tickets to events to encourage
younger, less engaged audiences to attend.
Audience finder data evidenced that 40% of audience members in 18/19 were
from the three medium engaged groups, this represents a 5% increase on the
previous year.

The Creative Case is embedded throughout the Goal 2 narrative and Business
Plan, with a clear read across from the Goal 1 ambitions and programming
decisions to target specific audiences. For example, programming 1 family
show and 1 BAME focussed production, both of these SMART targets were
achieved.

Evidence:

Business Plan review
Update business plan
Digital policy
Quarterly contact meetings
Attendance at performances

Statements

Criteria: Goal 3
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Feedback:

CFT demonstrates a robust approach to increasing resilience and sustainability.
A key objective of the organisation is to increase the theatre’s resilience by
embedding creativity, diversity and the safeguarding of the environment into the
heart of its work, engaging with all stakeholders.

CFT are striving to respond and adapt to future challenges. One way in which
this has been evidenced is through its commitment to developing and
embedding a digital culture internally and externally with an increase in on-line
bookings and print-at-home tickets.

Collaborative cross-departmental working is encouraged throughout the
organisation, this was demonstrated through the delivery of four staff workshops
during the year. A cross-departmental Green Group was also established to
continue to improve the environmental sustainability of the organisation.
Environmental SMART targets were exceeded, with energy use being reduced
by 6.74% against 17/18, exceeding the target of an annual 5% reduction. These
notable results however, may not continue to progress at such a rate, as a lot of
the upgrade of infrastructure which has concluded in such results has now been
modernised. Another example is the use of recycled sets during the 2018
Festival, with 22% being reused, a significant increase on the 10% SMART
target.

Evidence:

Business Plan review
Update business plan
Quarterly contact meetings
Attendance at board meetings

Statements

Criteria: Goal 4

Feedback:
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CFT is aware of the current range of skills within the workforce, identifying
areas for development through regular appraisals and a training programme.
This formal approach has been adopted during 2018/19, where previously
individual appraisals had been offered but no formal scheme was in place.
The organisation recruited apprentices and trainees, sitting within cross
departmental areas and covering a range of skills. These included technical
apprentices, those in the LEAP department, finance and digital trainees. The
company supports career paths and progression routes for young people, this is
evidenced through the promotion of the Digital Trainee to the permanent
position of Digital Marketing Officer. The professional progression into the
creative industries is also apparent, with all the technical apprentices now
gaining employment in the sector.
Working in partnership with local organisations, CFT works with volunteers to
enable them to gain skills and increase their employability. This included a
partnership with a local charity that supports adult with learning disabilities.
2018/19 saw the establishment of a new mid-career development scheme for
artists that provided practical support during their employment as part of a
creative team. Four artists were selected for the scheme in 18/19, meeting the
SMART target. During 2018/19, six young people were mentored by theatre
professionals as part of the Young Practitioner scheme.
Workforce diversity continues to be a challenge that CFT strives to address.
CFT networked with diversity-led organisations to promote and share job
adverts and other career opportunities through internal networks/social media
communications. However, only 9% of applications received were from under-
represented target groups. This is something CFT is committed to reviewing.
Research is underway to recruit an Agent for Change to focus and support the
organisation on diversity in all its forms. The position is to be appointed in 2019.

Evidence:

Business Plan review
Update business plan
Quarterly contact meetings
Attendance at board meetings

Statements

Criteria: Goal 5

Feedback:
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CFT continues to provide exceptional and engaging experiences for children
and young people through the LEAP department, as well as through the artistic
programme.
CFT embraces the seven Quality Principles, and monitoring and evaluation is
vital to the ongoing success of the CYP delivery, with the organisation meeting
their SMART target of evaluating the impact/quality of three projects or activities
annually.
CFT demonstrated a commitment to the Cultural Education Challenge through a
range of vocational opportunities designed for young people, established with
Chichester College and Chichester University. Links were also initiated with
other local cultural organisations to support the development of Chichester as
an artistic destination, as well as supporting the local authority to develop a city-
wide strategy and action plan to strengthen the cultural offer.
CFT delivers strongly against two of the Goal 5 priorities. Firstly supporting
young people to achieve Arts Awards. In 2018/19, 122 were awarded, including
three Gold awards. Its noted that 31 did not, however, pass moderations which
resulted in the organisation falling short of its ambitious target of achieving 155.
CFT is also an Arts Award Centre and offers external advice to CYP and
schools.
Secondly, CFT effectively used digital technology to engage with young people.
Examples of capture included the live-streaming of the CFYT Christmas
production, The Midnight Gang, to four hospitals, enabling young patients who
were unable to attend in person to watch the production. Young people are also
given the opportunity to create their own content and two digital projects were
delivered, including an intergenerational project, led by two apprentices as part
of their Gold Arts Award.
Artsmark did not form part of CFTs ambition last year, however, it has increased
the number of schools it engages with annually and working with Artsmark
schools is a SMART target for 2019/20.

Evidence:

Business Plan review
Update business plan
Quarterly contact meetings
Meetings with Director of Education
Attendance at board meetings

Statements

Criteria: Digital

Feedback:
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Significant advances have been made by CFT to develop and embed a digital
culture both internally and externally.
The organisation has a strong, planned approach to digital media, and,
following an organisational-wide external audit, has significantly shifted the
company’s approach to fully embrace digital initiatives.
Improvements have been made for the audience experience, including
developments to online booking which has enabled customers to ‘view’ their
seat before purchase. Online sales have also increased to 67%, a 2% increase
on 2017/18. In addition, there has been a notable increase in followers through
all the social media platforms.
Captured content was evidenced and CFT met their SMART target of
broadcasting one main show per year, with King Lear being broadcast
worldwide in November 2018 through NT Live.
In addition, it exceeded the target of livestreaming one event for communities,
with two productions of The Midnight Gang being livestreamed into four
children's hospitals in the UK. CFT has invested in livestreaming equipment;
which is currently being tested and will be rollout for lo-fi stream free events
such as pre/post show talks in 2019 onto its social channels.
This activity is supported through concise SMART targets, of which most have
been achieved and realistic goals are set for the following year.

Evidence:

Business Plan review
Update business plan
Updated digital policy
Quarterly contact meetings
Attendance at board meetings

Statements

Criteria: Equality Action Plan

Feedback:
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CFT has progressed well against its Equality Action Plan throughout 2018/19,
with either meeting or exceeding SMART targets throughout.
Examples of this include ensuring that the diversity of England was reflected in
its own produced productions, specifically so that audiences see actors from
under-represented groups on CFT stages. During 2018/19, CFT’s target of 20%
representation of either BAME, Deaf or Disabled actors was exceeded, with
32% BAME actors in the 2018 Festival, over double the previous year. In
addition, 57% of actors were female, disability was reflected on stage with a
deaf and a blind actor, and no creative team was all male.

CFT recognised that during the 2016 Festival season, there was no productions
aimed at family or BAME audiences. The organisation set and met a target of at
least one production annually, specifically aimed at family audiences and one
specifically for members of the BAME community.

Evidence:

Business review
Updated Equality Action Plan
Traffic light document

Statements

Criteria: Band 3 sector support

Feedback:

CFT strives to support others in the sector to become more resilient. Senior
Managers within the organisation are committed to offering a minimum of 40
advice giving sessions to practitioners during the year. As part of its ‘sector
support’ role, CFT is supporting local growth and businesses, and an example
of this is the hosting of the Visit Chichester Leaflet exchange at CFT which
welcomed 60 businesses and members of the public to the theatre to network. It
also now holds two seats on the revitalised Visit Chichester Tourism Advisory
Board and will continue to help steer its direction and development.
Staff are actively encouraged to support other organisations as Board
members, and Daniel Evans and Trustee, Stephanie Street are Treasurer and
Chair of Act for Change. CFT meet regularly with the ‘Big 13’ theatres to share
good practice and benchmark activity against the sector.

Evidence:

Business Plan review
Update business plan
Quarterly contact meetings
Attendance at board meetings
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Creative Case for Diversity

This rating is based on your contribution to the Creative Case for Diversity
for activity carried out during 2018/19. Using set prompts, your

Relationship Manager has considered the strength and breadth of
evidence to arrive at a rating of Outstanding, Strong, Met or Not met.

Creative Case for Diversity rating: Strong

Creative Case for Diversity assessment:

The Creative Case for Diversity targets within the business plan are SMART,
using a ‘traffic light’ system to highlight successes and areas for development.
The Creative Case is evident throughout the artistic programme, with themes of
the work reflecting the diversity of society, predominantly through performances
presented in the Minerva, including ‘Random’, highlighting knife crime
performed by a full BAME cast, and Cock, addressing questions of sexuality.
The creative team, both on and off stage, represent a range of protected
characteristics including gender, with 5 of the 11 festival productions being
written by women, a specific target for CFT. In addition, diversity was reflected
well in the received work through the 2018 Winter season.

The organisation provides a platform for developing and receiving work from
diverse practitioners and companies, and significant progress was made during
18/19 against the objective for audiences to see underrepresented groups on
stage.

CFT are responsive to challenges facing members of protected characteristics,
this was evidenced through the responding to demand and establishing its first
integrated youth theatre company. Ongoing mentoring is provided for
practitioners with protected characteristic, as well as mid-career development
schemes.

The organisation has identified financial resources - a budget line has been
ringfenced to support diversity and R and D. CFT have clearly articulated what
success looks like through its targets, and examples of sharing good practice
and knowledge with the wider sector are apparent.

Diversity and inclusivity form a key part of the CFT’s reporting mechanisms,
through board meetings, audience feedback, quarterly catch up meetings and
ongoing self-evaluation. The organisation challenges itself and its board through
training, benchmarking against the sector, internal performance evaluation, as
well as an external evaluation every three years of the Board.
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Evidence:

Updated business plan and SMART targets
‘Traffic light’ document
Business plan review
Quarterly contact meetings
Board papers- March, December 2018
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Risk Monitoring Summary

When monitoring your organisation, we consider various factors to determine the degree of risk
to the delivery of the funding agreement, our investment and our goals. Risk scores are
determined as follows:

Minor 2-6 / Moderate 7-8 / Major 9-11

Current risk score: 4

Current risk assessment:

G & M (4) Kathy Bourne was appointed as Chief Executive in May 2019. She is
highly skilled and appropriately experienced for the role. The working dynamic
between CE and Artistic Director, Daniel Evans is important to a successful
joint- leadership of the organisation moving forward.
MITIGATED (ORG)- CFT have plans in place to establish clear roles and
boundaries in the executive team, supported by the Chair of the Board.
MITIGATED (ACE)-  RM has regular catch up meetings with KB and DE.

F (4)- The budget for the Spiegeltent, which is a one-off project in Autumn 2019,
will contribute to an overall  deficit budget for the organisation in 2019-20.
MITIGATED (ORG)- The Board accepted a deficit budget for this year because
of the decision to invest this project as a one-off investment in order to learn
and plan for accommodating such projects within its offering, not to plan on
funding these through deficit budgets in the near future. CTF has healthy
unrestricted reserves which can cover the deficit.
MITIGATED (ACE)-  RM will read management accounts and include the
Spiegeltent in the quarterly meetings.

Risk assessment last updated date: 31/07/2019

Monitoring plan
We propose the following monitoring plan for the coming year based on the current level of risk:

Given the current level of risk to our investment in your organisation you can
expect us to seek regular contact during the coming year as follows:
Maintain quarterly contact to discuss progress against funding agreement, with
attendance at artistic events and Board meetings as required.

Applicant: Chichester Festival Theatre 52725168
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If circumstances change during the year we will review the frequency and nature of our contact
with you and make appropriate adjustments so that contact remains proportionate.
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Feedback review

Other comments:

Arts Council England would like to welcome Kathy Bourne to Chichester
Festival Theatre as Executive Director and looks forward to working with her.

Relationship Manager: Anna Jefferson

I have read the annual feedback:
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2018-19 
Sales from inside Chichester District 

1. Total Sales

Ward Tickets Spend 

Bosham 5,584 £149,957 
Boxgrove 2,296 £58,805 
Bury 1,888 £58,779 
Chichester East 4,789 £104,692 
Chichester North 14,010 £323,833 
Chichester South 8,069 £186,050 
Chichester West 5,231 £122,175 
Donnington 2,440 £59,630 
Easebourne 1,386 £41,261 
East Wittering 2,780 £70,740 
Fernhurst 1,445 £42,212 
Fishbourne 2,377 £57,417 
Funtington 3,340 £94,970 
Harting 1,773 £52,886 
Lavant 2,544 £66,932 
Midhurst 2,335 £64,117 
North Mundham 2,372 £59,848 
Petworth 2,288 £67,367 
Plaistow 939 £28,866 
Rogate 1,641 £48,449 
Selsey North 1,612 £43,200 
Selsey South 1,770 £48,487 
Sidlesham 2,118 £54,634 
Southbourne 3,739 £95,342 
Stedham 2,036 £57,468 
Tangmere 1,327 £33,134 
West Wittering 5,724 £155,529 
Westbourne 1,454 £39,228 
Wisborough Green 717 £23,452 
Total 90,024 £2,309,461 
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2. Within Total sales - community and LEAP events 
 

Ward Tickets 

Bosham 82 
Boxgrove 60 
Bury 15 
Chichester East 265 
Chichester North 585 
Chichester South 244 
Chichester West 199 
Donnington 52 
Easebourne 8 
East Wittering 35 
Fernhurst 4 
Fishbourne 98 
Funtington 95 
Harting 22 
Lavant 74 
Midhurst 27 
North Mundham 63 
Petworth 39 
Plaistow 16 
Rogate 63 
Selsey North 52 
Selsey South 28 
Sidlesham 29 
Southbourne 40 
Stedham 47 
Tangmere 16 
West Wittering 52 
Westbourne 20 
Wisborough Green 2 
Total 2,332 

 

 

 
 
  



3. Youth Theatre members 
 

Ward Members 

Bosham 31 
Boxgrove 15 
Bury 7 
Chichester East 24 
Chichester North 61 
Chichester South 35 
Chichester West 44 
Donnington 24 
Easebourne 7 
East Wittering 10 
Fernhurst 5 
Fishbourne 19 
Funtington 17 
Harting 4 
Lavant 19 
Midhurst 6 
North Mundham 9 
Petworth 10 
Plaistow 5 
Rogate 5 
Selsey North 6 
Selsey South 7 
Sidlesham 16 
Southbourne 18 
Stedham 5 
Tangmere 5 
West Wittering 20 
Westbourne 9 
Wisborough Green 6 
Total 449 

 

 

 
 



2019 2016 2019 2018 2016

Salary

Net payroll weekly 397,746 439,909 327,372

Net payroll monthly 741,195 697,018 548,663

Actors 29,800 9,865 14,609

Catering payroll 335,642 274,727 159,667

Total salary 1,504,383 1,421,519 1,050,312

Procurement 

Spending with suppliers 611,489 593,285.22 702,655.93

Catering Spend with suppliers 348,913 362,764 61,185

Total Procurement 960,401.93 956,049.22 763,840.93

Audience

Audience resident in District (26.5%) 90,024 84,135

Audience visiting District (73.5%) 249,559 239,356

Total audience 339,583 323,491

Spend per audience (excluding tickets)

Residents £36.56 £34.45 £3,291,152.81 £3,295,615.83 £2,898,450.75

Visitors £82.97 £78.18 £20,704,722.69 £20,657,125.04 £18,712,852.08

Total Audience £23,995,875.50 £23,952,740.87 £21,611,302.83

Spend by artists and crew 158,270 158,270 165,071

Total gross economic output 26,618,930 26,488,580 23,590,526

Calculation

Gross Coefficients Net Net Net

Total salary 1,504,383 0.91 x 1.21 1,656,476 1,565,235 1,156,497

Total Procurement 960,402 0.91 x 1.21 1,057,499 1,052,706 841,065

Total Audience 23,995,875 0.91 x 0.75 x 1.21 19,816,394 19,780,772 17,847,154

Spend by artists and crew 158,270 0.91 x 1.21 174,271 174,271 181,760

26,618,930 22,704,639 22,572,984 20,026,476

Economic Impact - Evaluated version for CDC for the year ended 31 March 2019 based on The 2016 Impact Model Supplied by Reading 

University
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